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Report: 

In the experiment ma4078 we aimed to perform systematic spray velocity investigations under varying 

spraying conditions (e.g. different nozzle geometries, fuels). 

For this purpose we have employed the Shimadzu HPV-X2 camera and an imaging setup achieving a pixel 

size of around 3 µm. In a course of experiment we performed multiple measurements to acquire a diverse 

geometrical configurations: 

- we performed temporal stitching of different spraying events at various temporal moments to cover 

larger time scales of injection process  

- we performed spatial tiling of different events to cover the spray’s region of interest in the near-field 

zone close to the nozzle exit 

In such a way we achieve very high spatio-temporal resolution of the injection process in the most challenging 

region of nozzle exit and obtained a large number of spraying events, which should facilitate the statistical 

analysis. 

 

To process the data we have developed a robust variational 2D optical flow method. The method computes a 

dense displacement field between two successive frames using an iterative optimization procedure. The 

algorithm is capable of capturing wide range of velocities, including large displacements and is robust to noise 

and low image contrast.  

 

Using the 16 bunch beam mode resulted that approximately 50% of frames contain severe brightness 

variations due to the discrete exposure mode and scintillator afterglow. 

An example of quantitative comparison of injections with different experimental conditions (P=100 bar and 

250 bar) is shown on Figure 1. 

 



 

 
 

 
Fig 1: Calculation of spray velocity distribution for n-Heptane fuel. a) input radiograph, b) transformed 

coordinate system to show flow components across spray direction (x-axis), m/s c) transformed coordinate 

system to show flow components along spray direction (y-axis), m/s. Top row:  P=100 bar, T=30 C. Bottom 

row: P=250 bar, T=30.  

 

Statistical study of individual spraying events reveals very high stability of the injection process. The results 

are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig 2: Average velocity over time for P=100 bar and P=250 bar datasets. 10 independent datasets (depicted 

in different colors) are used for statistical comparison. The experiment show very high stability in average 

velocity values. 

 

 


